The information professional at a global biotechnology company focused on rare disease was challenged by the continual flow of requests for clinical trials information from investigators working across the company. She needed to deliver accurate data efficiently so that teams could make quick and informed decisions.

The manager had long relied on manual searches through public registry sources, such as ct.gov. Gathering the information was time consuming, however, and she was increasingly concerned that the data she was able to glean from these sources was neither wholly accurate nor complete. A source of rich, trusted clinical trials data was needed – one that had a depth of coverage in rare diseases. She turned to Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence.

The manager found that Cortellis provided in-depth, curated rare disease coverage that was accurate and annotated, using granular terms. Moreover, the inclusion of biomarkers and endpoints allowed for true trial comparison.

The ability to gather rich, scientifically-indexed information quickly from many sources allowed the data pro to accommodate the many requests she received. The teams could take the data and design trials that led to efficient timelines and clinical success. There was an increased level of confidence that information was not missing, which could result in costly mistakes.

Using Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence, the information manager was able to help ensure that:

- Company investigators received crucial information quickly to efficiently design trials and make their go/no-go decisions
- The program remained competitive through greater speed and efficient clinical trial planning
- The teams had a greater chance at being first to market because of the shortened trial timelines – and from solid data that helped prevent mistakes or amendments

For more information on how Cortellis Clinical Trials Intelligence can help you maximize your clinical investments and reduce risk, visit our website:

clarivate.com/cortellis
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